
Saving lives,  
one early diagnosis 
at a time.
Advanced full-body MRI scan

Our Clinics

Catch health 
conditions before 
they become crises.
Prenuvo’s radiation-free full-body MRI 
scan can detect 500+ conditions from 
appendicitis to aneurysms, cysts to 
cancer — in less than 60 minutes.
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No more “what ifs”.
With Prenuvo’s advanced technology, backed by 
expert radiologists and AI-powered insights, your 
patients get a comprehensive baseline of their 
physical health from the inside out. 

 ✓ Images from 26 regions of your body (that’s 
nearly all of them)

 ✓ Ability to detect many Stage 1 tumors and 
over 500 other conditions 

 ✓ Diagnostic-quality images with unmatched 
resolution & accuracy, which means fewer 
false positives and a deeper understanding of 
where your body stands

This MRI is not like others.
People come to Prenuvo to screen for a range of 
cancers and conditions. Learn how Prenuvo scans 
compare to other screening methods.

Longitudinal personalized data and 
improved health outcomes

Competitive health benefit offering

Possibility of saving a life

Faster access to a Prenuvo scan

Easy access to radiology for 
clinical guidance

Who can benefit from a Prenuvo scan? 
Your employees can benefit from a Prenuvo scan if they:

 › Are genetically predisposed to cancer, 
aneurysms, dementia or other major diseases

 › Want to further investigate chronic pain

 › Are looking for a baseline of their health

Benefits to your company

The most advanced full-body imaging.
Maximize care with our advanced MRI scans that 
combine multiparametric techniques and diffusion-
weighted imaging to accurately detect cancer and 
500+ conditions in its early stages. 

Our aim is to help you deliver top-notch care without 
extra hassle. Patients receive a thorough body 
“encyclopedia” with clear health information and 
actionable insights for better lifestyle choices. 

Track yearly changes in the brain and body with 
annual Prenuvo scans to identify trends and patterns, 
so you can continue to provide the highest standard 
of care for your patients.
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